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Abstract
Restricting individuals’ access to some goods may steer their desire
toward their substitutes, a phenomenon known as the forbidden fruit effect. We propose and study a model of restriction-sensitive choice (RSC)
that rationalizes such behaviors and that is compatible with the prominent psychological explanations: reactance theory and commodity theory.
We show how ingredients of our model can be identified from choice data,
namely, from choice reversals caused by the removal of options. We give
an axiomatic characterization of RSC. We also derive a preference ordering over opportunity sets for agents whose final choices follow our procedure. Three applications are then analyzed. We show that our model
can accommodate the emergence of conspiracy theories and the backlash
of integration policy targeted toward minorities. We finally study a principal’s delegation problem to an agent whose choice is an RSC. We find that
the effect on the agent’s welfare is ambiguous.
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“Prohibitions create the desire they were intended to cure.”
Lawrence Durell
Restricting an individual’s feasible opportunities may steer their desire toward
the prohibited opportunities or their substitutes. This phenomenon is known
as the forbidden fruit effect, a reference to the episode in Genesis when God tells
Adam and Eve that they are free to help themselves to any food in the Garden
of Eden except the fruit from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, which
they finally eat (Levesque, 2018). The forbidden fruit effect has received empirical support in various contexts, such as the choice of environmentally harmful
products, media choices, reluctance to follow a nudge policy, smoking decisions, alcohol intake, eating behaviors, etc.1 Although many of these decisions
may have important economic consequences, this has rarely been explored in
economics.
The forbidden fruit effect generates choice behaviors that are incompatible
with the canonical model of preference (or utility) maximization. According
to the latter, an agent holds a fixed ranking over alternatives and chooses the
option ranked the highest among any set of opportunities they might face. Accommodating the forbidden fruit effect entails relaxing this standard requirement and allowing for menu-dependent choices. Specifically, studying reactions to restrictions amounts to investigating violations of the “Independence
of Irrelevant Alternatives” (IIA) (Chernoff, 1954; Sen, 1971, property α) triggered by the removal of opportunities.2 Let us illustrate this with a field experiment studied by Mazis, Settle and Leslie (1973). In 1972, Miami-Dade county
decided to forbid phosphate use for laundry. Despite its strong environmental
1

For the choice of environmentally harmful products, see Mazis, Settle and Leslie (1973),
see also the “rolling coal” movement in the US (in reaction to regulations of cars gas emissions, some drivers modified their engine at significant costs in order to pollute more). See
Arad and Rubinstein (2018) for the reaction to nudges. For smoking decisions, see Pechmann
and Shih (1999). For alcohol consumption, see Hankin et al. (1993). For eating behaviors, see
Jansen, Mulkens and Jansen (2007); Jansen et al. (2008). For media choices, see Bushman (2006);
Sneegas and Plank (1998); Varava and Quick (2015); Gosselt, De Jong and Van Hoof (2012).
2
Property α is a weakening of the Weak Axiom of Revealed Preferences (Samuelson, 1938), that
is necessary and sufficient to explain a single-valued choice function by the maximization of a
linear order (see Sen, 1971).
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rationales, this decision raised significant protests as well as unexpected reactions. For the sake of “American freedom”, some consumers, among whom
some were not buying phosphate-based detergent prior to the law, started buying it in neighbouring counties, smuggling it at extra cost and stockpiling the
(now) precious product for the 20 years to come.3 Formally, denoting by x
the phosphate detergent in a neighbouring county, y the same product in Miami and z a phosphate-free detergent in Miami, the following choice reversal
happens: z is chosen from the set {x, y, z} while x is chosen over z once y is
removed, i.e., in the menu {x, z}.
In this paper, we study a class of choice procedures, named restriction-sensitive
choice (RSC), that account for the forbidden fruit effect (section 1.2). RSC can be
seen as a four-stage process. First, the decision maker (DM) categorizes the set
of options into types (e.g., horizontal differentiation). Second, options within
types are ranked according to a utility function u, which represents the DM’s
intrinsic satisfaction, or material welfare (e.g., vertical differentiation). Third,
within each type, the DM determines a threshold utility level, below which the
options are evaluated by a reaction function v (which differs from u). Fourth, the
choice is made by choosing among the top available elements from each type
(according to u), where the top element is evaluated through v or u depending
on whether it is above or below the threshold. To illustrate the model, consider
three options x, y, z that are horizontally and vertically differentiated; namely,
x is of the same type of product as y, but at a higher price; z is of another type.
The DM has an intrinsic preference for z over the options of the other type. This
is captured through the utility function u: u(z) > u(y) > u(x). Therefore, z is
chosen from the set {x, y, z}. However, when the access to options of the first
type is restricted to the bad one (i.e., x), then the DM gets a further motive for
choosing an option of this type (i.e., choosing x over z), which generates a forbidden fruit effect. This is captured through the the threshold of the first type,
which is between u(y) and u(x), and the reaction function v such that v(x) > u(z).
3

As Mazis, Settle and Leslie (1973) showed, this astonishing effect on behavior was consistent with consumers’ beliefs reversal: Miami consumers were, on average, more prone to
praise phosphate detergent for its efficiency than their Tampa county neighbors.
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We interpret this as v combining welfare and the additional desire created by
restrictions.
The two prominent explanations of the forbidden fruit effect in psychology
have been reactance theory (Brehm, 1966) and commodity theory (Brock, 1968),
both of them being consistent with RSCs (section 1.3).4 Reactance relates people’s reaction to restriction or prohibition to their attitudes toward freedom of
behavior. When they feel that a specific freedom of behavior is threatened, they
experience psychological reactance, a motivational state toward the restoration
of this lost or threatened freedom. With this in mind, in our model, each type
of option subjectively embodies a specific freedom.5 The threshold marks the
minimal welfare requirement such that when only options below it are available, the DM perceives this as a threat to that particular freedom. The reaction
function v therefore captures the propensity of the DM to restore a threatened
freedom. Commodity theory predicts that the more a commodity is perceived
as unavailable or requiring much effort to be obtained, the more it will be valued. According to this interpretation, a type gathers similar commodities and
when only options below the threshold are available this makes salient the restriction on this type of option, thereby increasing their attractiveness.
We investigate the identification of our model (section 2). We define a notion of revealed reaction to restriction in the following way: when we observe
a choice reversal such as z = c{x, y, z} but x = c{x, z}, we say that x reacts to
the absence of y (section 2.1). Our interpretation is that the removal of y creates an additional desire to choose x. We show that ingredients of an RSC are
essentially pinned down by this revealed reaction relation (section 2.2). In particular, x reacts to the absence of y implies that x and y are of the same type and
4

See Rosenberg and Siegel (2018) for a review on psychological reactance theory; Lynn
(1991) for a review on commodity theory.
5
Importantly, types are not postulated a priori and objectively observed but subjectively
perceived by the DM and thus revealed by the analysis. Psychologists emphasize that reactance
reflects an attempt to restore the loss of concrete freedoms, that is, freedoms to choose diverse
types of option. “Contrary to some interpretations (e.g. Dowd, 1975), the freedoms addressed
by the theory are not ”abstract considerations,” but concrete behavioral realities. If a person
knows that he or she can do X (or think X, or believe X, or feel X), then X is a specific,
behavioral freedom for that person.” (Brehm and Brehm, 2013, p.12)
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x is below the threshold; therefore, the types and the thresholds can be identified in this way. Furthermore, building on a uniqueness result for the utility
and the reaction functions, we give a definition of welfare improvement for an
RSC. We illustrate by means of examples how our welfare criterion differs both
from the conservative one of Bernheim and Rangel (2007, 2008, 2009) and the
preference identified from choice with limited attention by Masatlioglu, Nakajima and Ozbay (2012), hence contributing to the literature on welfare analysis
under nonstandard individual choice.6
Our identification results rely on the particular structure of RSCs. Therefore, this naturally leads to the question of the falsifiability of our model. We
thus give an axiomatic characterization (section 3). To that purpose, we first
suitably relax IIA by requiring a standard Expansion axiom. Then, building on
our definition of revealed reaction to restriction and a companion one, we state
four axioms that capture consistency conditions on choices responsive to restrictions. We show that these five axioms fully characterize RSC. Importantly,
other frequently observed phenomena generate similar choice patterns as the
ones resulting from the forbidden fruit effect. In particular, the analysis of the
attraction effect by Ok, Ortoleva and Riella (2015) is also based on choice reversals. However, our axioms are incompatible with theirs as long as some choice
reversals are observed. Furthermore, RSC is a specific case of choice with limited attention (Masatlioglu, Nakajima and Ozbay, 2012). Yet, the interpretation
is different and therefore so are the welfare predictions. Finally, RSC is also a
specific case of a large class of choice procedures, popularized by the seminal
paper by Manzini and Mariotti (2007), that sequentially apply two rationals.
In particular, RSC is a transitive shortlist method, according to which choices are
made by sequentially applying a pair of transitive preferences (Horan, 2016).
The reverse is however not true.
In section 4, we take the point of view of a DM who behaves according to
an RSC and ask how they would evaluate the freedom offered by the different sets of opportunities they might face; thus contributing to the literature on
6

See Manzini and Mariotti (2012); Chambers and Hayashi (2012); Rubinstein and Salant
(2012); Apesteguia and Ballester (2015); Grüne-Yanoff (2022).
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freedom of choice (see Baujard, 2007, for a survey of the literature). Building
on the series of papers by Pattanaik and Xu (1990, 1998, 2000), we axiomatize a
criterion to rank menus, which simply counts the number of types from which
sufficiently good options (i.e., above the threshold) are feasible. We argue that
this ordering integrates considerations about similarities between options (see
Pattanaik and Xu, 2000; Nehring and Puppe, 2002) and the role of the preferences of the agent (see Pattanaik and Xu, 1998), two aspects that have been
studied separately in the literature.
We finally study three applications of our choice model (section 5). Two
social phenomena have often been related to reactance and documented by
the psychology literature, but they are not readily explained using existing
(economic) models of choice. First, reactance is introduced as a possible determinant of the formation of conspiracy theories. To accommodate this phenomenon, we study how reactance impacts the DM’s belief when she has to
choose a biased source of information. By removing an unchosen moderately
biased source, the DM might reverse their choice and choose a more biased
source in the opposite direction. This can represent why, if a DM feels that
some information is not accessible or hidden, they might end-up holding extreme beliefs or adhere to conspiracy theories. Second, reactance provides an
explanation of why repressive policies towards minorities may generate backlash, as suggested by empirical evidence. Additionally, it provides an argument for the evolutionary efficiency of reactance and its persistence in the long
run. Finally, we introduce RSC in a principal-agent’s setting. We study a typical
delegation problem: a principal can constrain the decision set of an informed
but biased agent, but cannot commit to contingent monetary transfers. In addition to the standard model (e.g. Alonso and Matouschek, 2008), the agent
behaves according to an RSC. We find that this modifies the optimal delegation
strategy. Either it forces the principal to restrict even more the set of allowed
actions to prevent the agent from taking worse actions; or it forces the principal to allow the agent’s preferred options. Hence the effect of reactance on the
agent’s material welfare is ambiguous. This depends on the principal’s payoff
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and prior distribution over the states of the world.

1
1.1

T HE M ODEL
Preliminaries

We work with a finite set of options X and denote by X = 2X \ ∅ the collection
of non-empty subsets of X. Elements of X stand for the menus of options
available to the DM. A choice function c : X −→ X associates to each menu the
option chosen by the DM in this menu.7 Namely, for any menu A, c(A) ∈ A.8
We are interested in studying the effect of restrictions of the set opportunities on the DM’s choices. Hence, our interpretation is that the menu is exogenously given to the DM, who must then choose an option within this menu.
We however do not explicitly model an agent who actually restrains the DM’s
set of opportunities, except in some applications.
Let us finally stress that options are defined by objective features that can
incorporate contextual properties — for instance, in our introductory example,
we differentiated the phosphate laundry in a supermarket in Miami from the
same product in a supermarket in a neighbouring county. Yet, we need not
formalize these objective features, we only require the observer to be able to
distinguish the different options. As it will become clear, some of these features
may matter for the DM’s subjective categorization of options and thus will be
revealed through the choices.

1.2

Restriction-Sensitive Choice

In this section, we state our model, then detail the choice procedure it induces
and finally give the two main interpretations. We first introduce two defini7

We focus on choice functions for the sake of simplicity: dealing with choice correspondences would add another layer of complexity that, we think, is not necessarily relevant in
the present context. Nonetheless, we conjecture that, with an appropriate weakening of Sens’
property alpha, our results would extend to choice correspondences.
8
For simplicity, if we enumerate a set {x1 , . . . , xk }, we write c{x1 , . . . , xk } instead of
c({x1 , . . . , xk }).
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tions.
Definition 1. The order induced by a function f : X −→ R is the complete and
transitive binary relation %f ⊆ X 2 such that, for any x, y ∈ X, x %f y ⇐⇒ f (x) ≥
f (y).
Definition 2. A function f : X −→ R is single-peaked with respect to the linear
order  ⊆ X 2 , if for any x, y, z ∈ X such that x  y  z, v(y) ≥ min{v(x), v(z)}.9
Equipped with these two definitions, we now state the definition of our
model, restriction-sensitive choice.
Definition 3. A choice function c is a restriction-sensitive choice (RSC) if there
exist a partition T of the options into types, a threshold λT ∈ R for each T ∈ T ,
a utility function u : X −→ R that induces a linear order on each T ∈ T and a
reaction function v : X −→ R , such that:
(i) for any menu A,
(1)

{c(A)} = arg max v(x),
x∈d(A)

where:
d(A) =

[
T ∈T

arg max u(x);
x∈T ∩A

(ii) for any T ∈ T , u(.) = v(.) on {x ∈ T | u(x) ≥ λT };
(iii) for any T ∈ T , v is single-peaked with respect to the order induced by u on
{x ∈ T | u(x) < λT }.
In this case, we say that hT , {λT }T , u, vi is an RS-structure that rationalizes the
choice function c.
According to RSC, options are partitioned into types. Choices are made
sequentially: first, the DM retains the best available options from each type
9

A linear order is a complete, transitive and antisymmetric binary relation.
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according to u, forming the set d(A); then, the DM chooses among this set according to v. Points (ii) and (iii) specify how the two criteria u and v are related
to each other. Namely, the options above the thresholds λT ’s are evaluated according to u in both stages of the maximization; while the options below are
evaluated in the second stage by v, which can differ from u. We now give interpretations of the model. Comparisons to existing models are relegated to
section 3.

1.3

Interpretations

We give two interpretations of RSC: one in terms of reactance, the other in terms
of saliency of a prohibition and the additional attractiveness it generates.
Reactance: a freedom-based theory of choice. According to the psychology
literature, reactance is a reaction of an individual to a threat to their freedom
of behavior, that aims to restore the eliminated freedom. In our framework,
potential threats to freedom are captured by restrictions of the opportunity set.
The DM categorizes the options into types, forming a partition. In the words
of psychologists, a type represents a certain behavioral freedom (see Brehm and
Brehm, 2013). Within each type, options are ranked and chosen according to an
instrumental criterion, the utility function u. Our interpretation is that u represents the intrinsic satisfaction, or material welfare, of the agent. A clear example is when a type contains the same good but obtained or consumed through
different channels. For instance, buying phosphate laundry in the supermarket next-door is less costly than getting it in a supermarket in a neighbouring
county, but both options may be perceived as similar.
The thresholds represent the minimal welfare requirements for the DM’s
freedoms. Namely, as long as options with a satisfaction level at least as good as
λT are available, no freedom concern is activated regarding the specific freedom
embodied by T . This is captured by (ii) in the definition of an RSC, which
implies that, in the second step maximization, the evaluation of those options
are not distorted. On the contrary, if the best option available from T is below
9

λT , the DM deems that they do not have access to a sufficiently good option
regarding the freedom associated to T . They may then be prone to react by
being even more willing to choose an option from T , although this option gives
a lower satisfaction. This is how they “restore” the eliminated freedom. It
is captured through the function v used in the second maximization, which
combines welfare and the propensity to react to a freedom limitation. Indeed,
as it will become clear in section 2, to generate reactance, v must exceed u for
options below λT .
Point (iii) imposes a specific shape of the reaction function v with respect to
the utility function u. This reflects the DM’s increasing willingness to react, up
to a certain point, as the limitations on their freedom is tightened (see Rosenberg and Siegel, 2018, for evidence of this phenomenon). In RSC, it is captured
through the fact that the less welfare the DM can obtain from a type, the more
they are willing to react. Single-peakedness simply allows this to be true up
to a certain point where welfare motives might weigh more in the trade-off
between welfare and freedom, that is, there might be a point where the DM
considers the welfare sacrifice to be too important.
Commodity theory: when salient prohibition increases desire. Commodity
theory states that the value of objects for the individuals increase with their
feeling that the objects are impossible of difficult to access (Brock, 1968).
According to this interpretation, a type gathers options that the DM considers as similar — e.g., providing similar consumption experience — but with
different level of satisfaction, or material welfare (as captured by u). The threshold λT captures the level of satisfaction below which the restricted availability
of options of type T becomes salient. In this case, the best alternative option
available from T becomes a “forbidden fruit” (e.g., Levesque, 2018), and thus
all the more attractive. This is captured by v which adds, on top of the welfare,
an intrinsic pleasure of defying the restriction. Similarly to the interpretation in
terms of reactance, point (iii) captures the idea that the additional desire may
increase with the degree of the restriction, up to a certain point.
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2

I DENTIFICATION AND W ELFARE
2.1

Revealed Reaction to Restriction

We are interested in the effects of restrictions of the opportunity set on choice
behavior. These effects are observed when the motivation created by the restriction — be it related to freedom or the intrinsic desire for forbidden objects — conflicts with other motives, such as welfare or material satisfaction.10
Formally, they are revealed through choice reversals that are inconsistent with
standard preference maximization; namely, through violations of the Independence of Irrelevant Alternative (IIA, or property α, Sen, 1971) triggered by the
removal of options. In particular, we are interested in the DM’s reaction to the
deprivation of an “apparently irrelevant” option, hence the following definition.
Definition 4. Let c be a choice function on X and x, y ∈ X. We say that x reacts
to the absence of y, relative to c, if there exists z such that, z = c{x, y, z}, and
x = c{x, z}. We denote it xRc y.11
x reacts to the absence of y means that being deprived of the feasibility of y,
the DM’s motive to choose x is boosted. We show that the relation Rc allows to
uniquely identify the ingredient of an RSC.

2.2

Identification of Restriction-Sensitive Choice

The first proposition characterizes the relation Rc for an RSC.
Proposition 1. Suppose c is rationalized by the RS-structure hT , {λT }T , u, vi. For
any x, y ∈ X: xRc y, if and only if there exists T ∈ T and z ∈
/ T , such that x, y ∈ T ,
10

Following Brehm (1966), reactance is meaningful only when freedom conflicts with another motive. “Reactance is conceived to be a counterforce motivating the person to reassert or
restore the threatened or eliminated freedom. It exists only in the context of other forces motivating the person to give up the freedom and comply with the threat or elimination.” (Brehm
and Brehm, 2013, p.37).
11
Our results are the same if the relation Rc is not defined using a triplet, but any set, i.e.:
c
xR y if there exists a set A such that x = c(A \ {y}) 6= c(A) 6= y.
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u(x) < u(y) and v(x) > v(z) > v(y).12
A direct consequence of this proposition is the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Suppose c is rationalized by the RS-structure hT , {λT }T , u, vi. For any
x, y ∈ X, if xRc y, then there exists T ∈ T such that x ∈ T and u(x) < λT .
These results corroborate our interpretations. Indeed, x reacts to the absence of y means that: x and y are considered by the DM as similar; y is intrinsically preferred to x (u(x) < u(y)); and being deprived of y boosts the DM’s
willingness to choose x (v(x) > v(y)). In terms of reactance, this restriction is
perceived by the DM as a threat to their freedom. According to the second interpretation, removing x makes the restriction (more) salient and increases the
desire to choose the alternative x.
Thanks to these results, we can define a specific kind of RS-structures that
rationalize an RSC and whose elements are identified from this relation Rc . For
that purpose, let define for a choice function c, the set T0c of the options that are
never involved in any reaction to restriction:
T0c = {x ∈ X : @ y such that xRc y or yRc x}.
Proposition 2. Suppose c is an RSC. Then, there exists an RS-structure hT , {λT }, u, vi
that rationalizes c, such that:
(i) T0c ∈ T ;

(ii) for any T ∈ T , λT = min u {x ∈ T : @ y, xRc y} .
In this case, we say that hT , {λT }, u, vi is a minimal RS-structure.
Minimal RS-structures are appropriate to study RSCs for several reasons.
First, it shows that options in T0c do not matter: they can be removed from
every type and gathered together.13 Second, the thresholds really capture the
12

All proofs of this section can be found in Appendix A.
The interpretation of T0c as a type must thus be qualified: these options do not particularly
share common features, they simply do not fall in any category.
13

12

idea that as long as options giving a satisfaction of at least λT are available, the
DM does not react to any restriction of the available options from T . Vice versa,
when only options with satisfaction levels below the threshold are available,
the DM’s is prone to react to this restriction. Finally, any type besides T0c is
relevant, in the sense that it gathers options that are related through the DM’s
responsiveness to restrictions. Namely, for any x in this type, it is related to
some y in the same type through the relation Rc . The following corollary makes
these statements explicit.
Corollary 2. Suppose c is rationalized by the minimal RS-structure hT , {λT }, u, vi
and define for each T ∈ T , xT ≡ u−1 (λT ). Then, for any T 6= T0c and x ∈ T :
(i) if u(x) < λT , then xRc xT ;
(ii) if u(x) ≥ λT , then there exists y ∈ T such that yRc x and yRc xT .
Another important aspect is that the types and the thresholds of minimal
RS-structures are essentially unique.
Corollary 3. Suppose c is rationalized by the minimal RS-structures hT , {λT }T , u, vi
and hT̃ , {λ̃T }T , ũ, ṽi. Then T = T̃ and xT = x̃T for each T (where xT = u−1 (λT ) and
x̃T = u−1 (λ̃T )).
Remark. In light of proposition 2, it is worth noting that the absence of choice reversals
as in definition 4 is to be interpreted as a lack of traceable reaction to restriction. This
does not necessarily mean that the DM has no concern for restrictions of their opportunity set. Rather, this means that these concerns (if any) are either too weak, or too
aligned with their welfare to be identified as a force counterbalancing welfare.
We finally discuss the uniqueness of the functions u and v. Let c be rationalized by the RS-structure hT , {λT }T , u, vi. What are the joint conditions on
functions ũ, ṽ that ensures that hT , {λT }T , ũ, ṽi also represents c? One obvious
sufficient condition is if there exists an increasing function f : R −→ R such
that ũ = f ◦ u and ṽ = f ◦ v. Now let suppose that there exist two functions
f, g : R −→ R such that ũ = f ◦ u and ṽ = g ◦ v. Denote the following set
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gathering all options that are above the threshold of their type:
F ≡ {x ∈ X : u(x) ≥ λT (x) }.14

(2)

One clear necessary condition is that f and g coincide and are increasing on
u(F ), so that f ◦ u and g ◦ v satisfy points (i) and (ii) in definition 3. Because
u is not directly used as a choice rule on options that are not in F , it is not
necessary that f be increasing on u(X). Yet, it represents choices within types,
which implies that f is increasing on u(T ) for every T . Because v is ultimately
the function through which choices are made, one might be tempted to say that
g must be increasing on v(X). This is however not exact because within types,
the function v is never used to make choices. This problem does not arise as
long as we impose one additional innocuous condition regarding the reaction
function on certain pairs of options of similar types. This is captured by the
following definition.
Definition 5. An RS-structure hT , {λT }T , u, vi is an RS? -structure if, for any T ∈
T and any x, y ∈ T , such that u(y) < u(x), u(y) < λT and for all z ∈
/ T , v(y) >
v(z) =⇒ v(x) > v(z), then v(y) ≥ v(x).
The next proposition shows the existence of RS? -structure and that if we
restrict ourselves to RS? -structures, the conditions regarding the utility and the
reaction functions stated above are not only sufficient, but also necessary.
Proposition 3. Let c be an RSC.
(i) There exists an RS? -structure hT , {λT }T , u, vi that rationalizes it.
(ii) Furthermore, let f, g : R −→ R be two real-mappings, hT , {λT }T , f ◦ u, g ◦ vi
also rationalizes c if and only if f is increasing on u(T ) for every T ∈ T , g is
increasing on v(X) and f |u(F ) = g|u(F ) .

2.3

Welfare

Our interpretation is that u captures the intrinsic preferences, or the welfare, of
the DM. We however learn from proposition 3 that if c is rationalized by a min14

imal RS-structure with utility function u, having u(x) > u(y) is not sufficient to
conclude that x is welfare improving on y. It is sufficient if either x and y are
in the same type, or both are above the thresholds (or a transitive closure of the
latter ideas). Hence the following definition.15
Definition 6. Suppose c is rationalized by a minimal RS-structure S = hT , {λT }T , u, vi.
Then, for any x, y ∈ X, x is welfare improving on y, denoted x w
S y, if either:
(i) T (x) = T (y) and u(x) > u(y); or
(ii) T (x) 6= T (y), u(x) ≥ λT (x) and there exists z ∈ T (y), such that u(z) ≥ λT (y)
and u(x) > u(z).
The following proposition, which easily follows from corollary 3 and proposition 3, ensures that minimal RS-structures uniquely identify the welfare improving relation.
Proposition 4. Suppose c is rationalized by the minimal RS-structures S and S̃. Then
= w
w
S.
S̃
Interestingly, this welfare criterion neither coincides with the model-free criterion of Bernheim and Rangel (2009) nor with the preference relation identified
from a choice with limited attention (Masatlioglu, Nakajima and Ozbay, 2012) (see
Appendix E for examples).

3

C HARACTERIZATION

In this section, we state our main theorem, which gives a full axiomatic characterization of RSCs, thereby showing the falsifiability of our model.
Restrictions are captured through the removal of options. Hence, expanding menus should reduce the motive to react. In particular, let x be chosen in
menu A. Expanding A by adding a set of options B in which x is also chosen should not induce any change in the choice. Otherwise, the reversal from
15

The focus on minimal RS-structure is justified by the fact that otherwise some options
might be mis-categorized in a type while it is in T0c and some conclusions about welfare could
be wrongly drawn.

15

A∪B to A would be triggered by the loss of an option from B \A, which should
prevent x from being chosen in B. This is what our first axiom, a standard relaxation of the Weak Axiom of Revealed Preference, imposes.16
E XPANSION (Exp). For any x ∈ X, A, B ∈ X , if x = c(A) = c(B), then
x = c(A ∪ B).
Note that if x reacts to the absence of y, then Exp implies that y = c{x, y}. That
is, for a reaction to restriction to be meaningful, it must trigger a choice of an
even “worse” option than the one that is no more available. Furthermore, if z
plays the same role as in definition 4, then Exp also implies that z = c{y, z}.
Therefore, a typical pattern of reaction to restriction implies a binary choice
cycle.
It is worth noting though that Exp prevents the following case. Let x, y, z
be three options that are alphabetically ordered according to a dimension (e.g.,
political bias). The DM chooses z when the three options are available. But the
DM wants to have access to the extreme option x so that when it is removed, y
is chosen over z. However, when only x and y are available, the DM still prefers
to choose y as it is closer to their first-best option. In some sense, we capture
reactions to restriction that involve some minimal link to intrinsic satisfaction.
In this case, if having access to x really matters so much to the DM, then they
must chooose it in some cases, in particular above y.
Our next axioms involve the relation Rc and a companion one Pc that we
now define. Assume we observe that (i) y is preferred to x, and (ii) for each pair
z, t such that t = c{y, z, t} and y = c{y, t}, we also observe that t = c{x, z, t}
and x = c{x, t}.17 In this situation we suspect x to be as effective as y to react
to any restriction that induces the DM to choose y. Yet, it need not be the case
that xRc y, for there might be no third option z that allow to reveal a reversal
16

It was already present in Sen (1971), named property γ, and was later used by Manzini and
Mariotti (2007) under the name Expansion.
17
Note that this is stronger than simply requiring that for any z such that yRc z we also
observe xRc z.
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as stated by definition 4 — i.e. no z is chosen in {x, y, z} while x is chosen in
{x, z}. When this happens, we posit that x potentially reacts to the absence of y.
Definition 7. Let c be a choice function on X and x, y ∈ X. We say that x potentially reacts to the absence of y, relative to c, if y = c{x, y}, there exists z, t
such that t = c{y, z, t} and y = c{y, t}, and for any such pair we also observe that
t = c{x, z, t} and x = c{x, t}. We denote it xPc y.
We now state our axioms. Consider our introductory example. Assume
that, when only an expensive phosphate-free detergent is available in their
county, the DM reacts to the prohibition by going to the neighbouring county
to get some phosphate detergent, while they stay in their own county when a
cheap phosphate-free detergent is available. This reveals that “buying phosphate detergent in the neighbouring county” reacts to the absence of “buying
phosphate detergent in Miami supermaket”, though it is revealed only when
the price of the phosphate-free detergent is high. Assume also that, while the
DM prefers not to transgress the law when they can buy phosphate in the
neighbouring county, they decide to go on the black market when the latter is
forbidden, and that they do so whatever the price of the available phosphatefree detergent may be. This reveals that “buying phosphate detergent on the
black market” reacts to the absence of “buying phosphate detergent in the
neighbouring county”. For these behaviours to be consistent, we would like
to also observe that if phosphate is first banned in the neighbouring county
and then in the DM’s county, the DM goes on the black market, thus revealing
that “buying phosphate detergent on the black market” also reacts to the absence of “buying phosphate detergent in Miami supermakets”. Hence our first
axiom requires Rc to be transitive — note that Pc is transitive by definition.
R-T RANSITIVITY (R-Tran). For any x, y, z ∈ X, if xRc y and yRc z, then xRc z.
Let us stress that R-Tran imposes also transitivity in the similarity between
options, that is, it prevents the following situation: x is sufficiently close to y
and xRc y, y is sufficiently close to z and yRc z, but x and z are too different to
17

consider the possibility of x reacting to the absence of z.
Because Rc and Pc are typically incomplete, we also require the negative
transitivity of these relations. It requires that if xRc y, then for any z that would
be in-between x and y — i.e., y = c{y, z} and z = c{z, x} — , it must be that
xRc z or zRc y.
R-N EGATIVE T RANSITIVITY (R-NTran). For any x, y, z ∈ X, such that y =
c{x, y}, z = c{y, z} = c{x, z}:
(i) if ¬[xRc y] and ¬[yRc z], then ¬[xRc z];
(ii) if ¬[xPc y] and ¬[yPc z], then ¬[xPc z].
To motivate our next axiom, consider an option y that never reacts to the
absence of any other option, but whose removal triggers reaction from the DM
by choosing x — i.e. xRc y. This means that as long as the DM has access to y,
they never react to some limitation of their opportunity set by choosing y. At
the same time, removing y triggers some reaction and motivate them to choose
x. Therefore, our interpretation is that y is never chosen because of restrictionrelated motives: either y satisfies the DM’s freedom requirement (interpretation
1); or y as long as y the unavailability of options similar to y is not sufficiently
salient to make it more attractive (interpretation 2). Consider a third option z
that is chosen over y and such that also xRc z, then z should be even less chosen
because of restriction-related motives. Our third axiom imposes two conditions
in that direction. First, any option that reacts to the absence of z must also react
to the absence of y. Conversely, any option that reacts to the absence of y might
not be good enough to react to the absence of z, but at least z must be chosen
over this option.
R-C ONSISTENCY (R-Con). For any x, y, z ∈ X such that xRc y, xRc z, z =
c{y, z} and there exists no t such that yRc t, and for any u ∈ X:
(i) if uRc z, then uRc y;
18

(ii) if uRc y, then z = c{u, z}.18
To motivate our last axiom, we extend the phosphate example. Suppose
that both “buying phosphate on the black market” (x) and “buying phosphate
in a neighbouring county” (z) react to the absence of “buying phosphate in Miami supermakets” (t). Add the third option “buying phosphate in a further
county” (y): quite naturally, z is chosen over y, and assume further that both
z and y are chosen over x. Suppose that the DM considers going on the black
market as a reaction to the prohibition in a further county, that is, xRc y. Said
differently, the DM’s propensity to choose a phosphate detergent when x is the
only one available is greater than when y is available. Because both x and z
reacts to the absence of a common option t, then one would expect that similarly the DM’s motive to choose a phosphate detergent when y is the only one
available is greater than when z available. Hence our third axiom requires that
y potentially reacts to the absence of z. The second point says that if in addition
xPc z, that is, whenever the DM considers going in a neighbouring county as
a reaction to a restriction, they would also consider going on the black market if necessary, the same conclusion, that is, yPc z, should follow even if we
only observe xPc y and not necessarily xRc y. This axiom imposes some sort of
monotonicity in the way the DM reacts to restrictions, in the sense that it forbids any “gap” in their reaction. That is to say, if x, y, z are transitively ranked
in binary choices and they are all sometimes chosen as a reaction to the deprivation of a common option t, then the magnitude of the motivation to react
should evolve monotonically from z to x. Hence, as long as xRc y or xP y , it
must be that at least yP c z.
R-M ONOTONICITY (R-Mon).

For any x, y, z ∈ X, such that z = c{y, z}, y =

c{x, y}:
(i) if xRc t and zRc t for some t ∈ X, then [xRc y =⇒ yPc z];
18

Point (ii) can alternatively be seen as requiring that uRc y cannot be revealed through the
choice with z, hence z = c{u, z}, which is consistent with the interpretation that y and z are
similar and z offers a better satisfaction.
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(ii) if xPc z, then [xPc y =⇒ yPc z].
We now can state our representation theorem, according to which an RSC
is entirely characterized by these five axioms.
Theorem 1. A choice function c is an RSC if and only if it satisfies Exp, R-Tran,
R-NTran, R-Con and R-Mon.19
Comparisons to existing models. There exist several models that explain similar choice patterns as the ones generated by reactions to restrictions, in particular the choice reversal exhibited in definition 4 (see Manzini and Mariotti, 2007,
2012; Cherepanov, Feddersen and Sandroni, 2013; Masatlioglu, Nakajima and
Ozbay, 2012; Ehlers and Sprumont, 2008; Ok, Ortoleva and Riella, 2015; Lleras
et al., 2017; Apesteguia and Ballester, 2013; Horan, 2016; Ridout, 2021, among
others).
In particular, a phenomenon frequently observed and studied is the attraction effect. This is the main focus of Ok, Ortoleva and Riella (2015). In particular, their definition of revealed reference is based on similar choice patterns:
z = c{x, y, z} and x = c{x, z}. Their interpretation is however significantly different: they argue that z beats x only with the “help” of y. Hence, while they
interpret these reversals as revealing a relationship between y and z, we interpret it as revealing a relationship between x and y.20 Their model and ours are
actually incompatible. Indeed, as we noted after the statement of Exp, observing xRc y and satisfying Exp imply a binary choice cycle, which is prevented by
their No-Cycle Condition.
Among the different models that generate similar choice reversals, two have
attracted a lot of attention: the Rational Shortlist Method (RSM) by Manzini
and Mariotti (2007) and the Choice with Limited Attention (CLA) by Masatlioglu, Nakajima and Ozbay (2012). Masatlioglu, Nakajima and Ozbay (2012)
actually show that these two models are both descriptively and behaviorally
distinct. It happens that RSC is a special case of both CLA and RSM. First,
19
20

The proof is in Appendix B.
More precisely, the application of their definition identifies y as a revealed reference of z.
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our operator d(.) satisfies the unique condition of an attention filter; namely, for
any A d(A) = d(A \ {x}) whenever x ∈
/ d(A). Let c be an RSC, given that the
choice c(A) follows from the maximization of the function v over the set d(A),
this shows that c is a CLA. Note however that our interpretations and thus our
welfare conclusions are different (see section 2.3).
Second, let c be an RS rationalized by iT , {λT }T , u, vh and define the two
orders P1 and P2 in the following way: xP1 y ⇐⇒ T (x) = T (y) ∧ u(x) > u(y);
xP2 y ⇐⇒ v(x) > v(y). In that case, for any menu A, c(A) = max(max(A, P1 ), P2 ).
That is, the DM chooses as if she first keeps only options that are the best in each
available type, and second, she chooses the best remaining one according to the
binary comparisons. Therefore, (P1 , P2 ) sequentially rationalize c.21

4

M EASURING F REEDOM

In this section, we adopt the interpretation in terms of reactance. We take the
point of view of a DM whose final choices are rationalized by an RS-structure
and ask how would they evaluate the freedom offered by the different sets of
opportunity they might face. Starting with Jones and Sugden (1982) and Pattanaik and Xu (1990), there has been an important literature about freedom
of choice that has proposed a wide variety of freedom measures based on the
ranking of opportunity sets (see (see Baujard, 2007, for a survey of this literature). Importantly for us, two dimensions have been pointed out as relevant
to the agents’ valuation of their freedom: their (potential) preferences over options (see Pattanaik and Xu (1998) — henceforth PX98 — and Sen (1993)) and
the similarity between different options (see Pattanaik and Xu (2000) — henceforth PX00 — and Nehring and Puppe (2002)).
According to a (minimal) RS-structure, it is through the interaction between
the types and the thresholds that freedom concerns impact choices. This suggests that these two channels should impact the DM’s assessment of freedom
21

More precisely, the two orders are transitive, hence (P1 , P2 ) is a transitive shortlist method
(Horan, 2016).
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offered by a given menu. The types represent classes of similar options,22 suggesting that adding options of a similar type should not increase the DM’s
freedom of choice. In addition, the thresholds represent the DM’s freedom
demands. Hence, it seems natural that adding options increases the DM’s valuation of freedom only if it gives access to items that satisfy this requirement,
that is, above the threshold.
We characterize with two axioms a rule that reflects these arguments. As
before, we denote X a finite set of options and X := 2X \ ∅ the collection of
menus of options in X. Let hT , F, u, vi be a minimal RS-structure defined on X
and define F as in (2). Finally, % is a complete and transitive binary relation
defined on X .
To state our two axioms, we need to introduce the following definition. A
menu A is richer than a menu B if for any T ∈ T , if T ∩ F ∩ A = ∅, then
T ∩ F ∩ B = ∅. So A is richer than B means that any type from which no
element in F is available in A must also have no feasible options in F ∩ B.
Furthermore we say that A is strictly richer than B if A is richer than B but the
reverse is not true.
Our first axiom says that (strictly) richer sets are always (strictly) preferred
and imposes that it is an equivalence for singletons.
R-D OMINANCE.
(i) For any A, B ∈ X : if A (strictly) richer than B, then A() % B;
(ii) For any x, y ∈ X: {x}  {y} =⇒ {x} strictly richer than {y}.
Note that part (i) of the axiom implies monotonicity in the sense of Kreps
(1979): for any A, B ∈ X , A ⊇ B

=⇒ A % B. Indeed, in this case, A is

trivially richer than B. Part (ii) is an adaptation of Pattanaik and Xu (1990)’s
Indifference Between no Choice Situations, which simply imposes an indifference
between every singleton. They argue that singletons do not offer any freedom
22

It is actually a specific case of PX00’s analysis where the equivalence classes induced by
the similarity relation form a partition.
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of choice, hence they cannot be strictly ranked. This is still true in our case,
except if only one the two options is above the threshold of its type (i.e., in F ),
which is exactly what is implied by (ii).
Our second axiom is an adaptation of the composition axioms used in Pattanaik and Xu’s series of papers.
R-C OMPOSITION.

For any A, B, C, D ∈ X , such that A∩C = B ∩D = ∅, C ⊆ T

and D ⊆ T 0 for some T, T 0 ∈ T , and A is not richer than C: if A % B and C % D,
then A ∪ C % B ∪ D.
Combining menus that do not overlap should preserve the ranking. This is
however true only if combining really provides additional freedom, which is
captured by the requirement that A is not richer that C (see PX00 for a complete
discussion of their axiom).
For any menu A, we define Φ(A) = {T (x) ∩ F ∩ A|x ∈ A}, the collection
of subsets containing every option of one type that is above the threshold and
available in A. We can now state our representation theorem (the proof is in
Appendix C).
Theorem 2. % satisfies R-D OMINANCE and R-C OMPOSITION iff for any menu A
and B:
(3)

A % B ⇐⇒ #Φ(A) ≥ #Φ(B).
The interpretation is the following: what matters for the DM is to have ac-

cess to more options, but only dissimilar objects — as captured by the distinct
types — are valued. On top of that, within a certain class of similar options, the
DM demands a minimal level of satisfaction to meet her freedom requirements,
which is captured by the set F .
This measure is close to PX00’s one. In addition to their representation,
there is a role for preferences in this evaluation that is captured through the set
F . Although PX98 also incorporate preferences, let us stress the key difference.
Their starting point is a collection of possible preferences (i.e. complete and
23

transitive orderings over the options) that a reasonable person may have. The
resulting measure simply counts in a menu the number of options that are a
maximiser of at least one of these preferences over the given menu. This approach integrates preferences relatively to a menu, simply attributing values to
options that could be chosen in this menu. In contrast, in our approach, preferences are integrated in a more absolute way, in the following sense: below a
certain level of satisfaction, even though the DM will have to choose an option,
he does not attribute any freedom value to these potentially chosen items.23
Even more, keeping the RSC in mind, some options that might be chosen later
on, simply because of reactance, will not matter in the assessment of freedom,
while some unchosen ones will matter.

5

A PPLICATIONS

We explore the scope of applicability of RSCs. We first show how our model
can give plausible explanations to two observed and empirically supported
phenomena: the formation of extreme beliefs — what we will call conspiracy
theories — and the backfire effect of integration policies targeted toward minorities, two phenomena that have been related to reactance. We finally study
the problem of a principal who must delegate a decision to a better-informed
but biased agent who chooses according to an RSC.

5.1

Conspiracy Theories

As Sensenig and Brehm (1968) suggest, reactance has its counterpart in the
realm of beliefs; namely the boomerang effect for psychologists (Hovland, Janis and Kelley, 1953) or the backfire effect for political scientists (Nyhan and
Reifler, 2010; Wood and Porter, 2019).24 In the wake of Covid 19 pandemics,
23
To illustrate this, our measure can be equal to 0 on some non-empty menus, which is impossible either in PX98 or in PX00.
24
The boomerang effect is “a situation in which a persuasive message produces attitude
change in the direction opposite to that intended”. The backfire effect is a concept from political science that refers to a situation in which evidence contradicting the subjects’ prior belief
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scholars argued such effects to be closely related to the formation of conspiracy theories and extreme beliefs (Adiwena, Satyajati and Hapsari, 2020).25 We
propose to accommodate this mechanism by adapting Che and Mierendorff
(2019)’s single period model of attention allocation with reactance.
A DM must choose from two actions, l or r, whose payoffs depend on an
unknown state i ∈ {L, R}. His prior belief that the state is R is denoted p
and we assume that p ∈ (0, 1/2]. Before choosing his action, the DM acquires
information. To that purpose, he can allocate his attention across four sources
of information (e.g. newspapers). Two of them are L-biased and the two others
are R-biased.
The sources are represented by statistical experiments, or signals. The Lbiased ones, denoted σ LL and σ L , can only reveal the state R. Symmetrically,
the R-biased ones, denoted σ RR and σ R , can only reveal the state L. For i = L, R,
σ ii is an extreme source, whereas σ i is a moderate one, i.e. the former is more
biased than the latter. Formally, σ i sends signal si with probability 1 in state i
and with probability 1 − λ in state −i, and σ ii sends signal si with probability 1
in state i and with probability 1 − δ in state −i. We assume that 3/4 > λ > δ =
1/2. The experiments induced by the moderate sources σ L and σ R are described
in table 1. The signals σ LL and σ RR are obtained by replacing λ with δ.
σL
State/signal
sL
sR
L
1
0
1−λ λ
R

σR
State/signal sL
L
λ
0
R

sR
1−λ
1

Table 1: Experiments induced by the moderate sources.
Initially the DM faces the complete menu M = {σ LL , σ L , σ R , σ RR }. In terms
of our representation, the set of L-biased sources and the one of R-biased sources
each represent a type of options. For i = L, R, σ i is strictly more Blackwell
informative than σ ii , therefore the DM will never choose any of the extreme
may reinforce their belief in the opposite direction.
25
The fact that mass media did not give any credit to conspiracy theories has been pointed
out as playing a role in reinforcing such theories through reactance.
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sources when his opportunity set is M , that is: d(M ) = {σ L , σ R }. The DM’s
demands from freedom are satisfied when the moderate sources are available,
that is,λL ≤ u(σ L ) and λR ≤ u(σ R ). When facing the menu M , the DM foresees
that his payoff from choosing action a ∈ {l, r} in state i ∈ {L, R} is uia where :
L
R
L
uR
r = ul = 1, ul = ur = −1. Hence the DM will prefer action r if and only if his

posterior belief is greater than 1/2. One can show that the DM’s optimal allocation of attention is to choose the “own-biased news source”; namely the signal
biased toward one’s prior: in our case σ L given that p ≤ 1/2. The rationale for
this is the following. The prior indicates action l as the optimal one. Hence, a
breakthrough signal sR from σ L is more valuable than a breakthrough signal sL
from σ R . And the biased signal sL from σ L is more aligned with the DM’s prior
belief than sR from σ R . Hence, he is better off allocating his attention to σ L (see
Che and Mierendorff, 2019, pp. 2999-3000, for the complete argument).
In the next period, the moderate R-biased source σ R is no more available,
either because the government actually banned this newspaper or simply because the DM perceives that this source is no longer existing: only L-biased
or extremely R-biased ones are present. The DM now faces the menu N =
{σ LL , σ L , σ RR }. He interprets this removal as revealing that the disutility from
making a mistake in state L — i.e. choosing action r — is lower than expected:
he now foresees it to be vrL = 0. σ RR is no more removed from consideration by
σ R , hence d(N ) = {σ L , σ RR }. His utility from choosing σ L is unchanged while
the one attached to σ RR is v(σ RR ) = p + (1 − p)δ (for p sufficiently close to 1/2
such that after signal sR from σ RR , the DM chooses action r).
As a consequence, some DMs with prior beliefs sufficiently close to 1/2,
who would have chosen news source σ L in menu M , will choose the extreme
source σ RR in menu N and their default option becomes r.
Proposition 5. There exists p? < 1/2 such that if p ∈ [p? , 1/2]:
(i) The DM prefers σ RR to σ L in menu N ;
(ii) After a realisation of signal sR from σ RR , the DM chooses action r.26
26

All proofs of this section can be found in Appendix D.
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This is in strong opposition as what would be obtained without reactance.
Indeed, if the DM does not modify his utility when the menu shrinks, by removing σ R , some DMs with prior belief strictly higher than 1/2 would now
choose the source σ L instead and action l after a signal sL .

5.2

Integration Policy Backlash

Can forced assimilation policy foster the integration of immigrants communities? While Alesina and Reich (2015)’s theory of nation building assumes that
repressing the cultural practices of minorities spurs homogeneity, Bisin and
Verdier (2001) suggest that the success of such policy may be mitigated by an
increasing effort of parents to influence their children’s cultural trait. In this
application we show that, with reactance, one can even predict this policy to
yield a backlash effect: the repressed immigrants react to repression by becoming more prompt to self-isolation. This additionally provides a rational to the
persistence of reactance as an evolutionary efficient behavior.
Such a backslash effect has been recently documented by several papers.
Some evidence suggests that the “burkha ban” in France in 2004 has strengthened the religious identity of French-Muslims (Abdelgadir and Fouka, 2020).
Fouka (2020) shows that, in states which prohibited German Schools in the aftermath of World War I, German-Americans “were less likely to volunteer in
World War II and more likely to marry within their ethnic group and to choose
decidedly German names for their offspring”.
To show how this backlash operates, we complement Bisin and Verdier
(2001)’s account of cultural transmission with a reactance mechanism: as the repression increases, parents’ educational freedom decreases and, reacting to this
repression, they may endeavour to influence their children even more.27 There
are two cultural traits {m, M } — for minority and Majority. The proportion of
the minority q is assumed to be positive but lower than 1/2. Each generation is
composed of parents who have only one child. Intergenerational transmission
27

For simplicity, we adopt a continuous setting, while our own framework is discrete. The
ideas would be exactly the same with a discrete setting.
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results from two socialization mechanisms. First, by vertical socialization the
parents may directly transmit their cultural trait i with probability di . If, with
probability 1 − di , vertical socialization fails, then horizontal transmission occurs and the child adopts the traits of a random individual in society. Hence,
the probability that a child from the minority be socialized by her parent’s trait
is:
P (di ) ≡ di + (1 − di )q.

(4)

As Bisin and Verdier (2001), we argue that parents endeavour to influence
their child. They have a unit of time to allocate between their effort to fix di —
which costs (di )β unit of time, with β > 1 — and a leisure activity ti ∈ [0, 1],
whose cost and utility are ti . In addition, the government can implement a
repressive policy g i ≥ 1 that may increase the parents’ cost of influencing their
child: a pair (ti , di ) costs ti + (di )β g i units of time for the parents. We posit that
parents get a utility of 0 when their child is socialized to the other trait, while
they get a utility V (g i ) when she is socialized to their own trait. Hence, their
expected utility of their child’s socialization is P (di )V (g i ). This means that,
given a repressive policy, parents choose options (ti , di ) ∈ [0, 1]2 from the menu
Kgi ≡ {(ti , di ) : ti + (di )β g i ≤ 1},
to maximize
(5)

ti + P (di )V (g i ),
In what follows, we also assume that V has the following shape:
(
V (g) =

if ĝ ≥ g

V̂
V̂

gλ
ĝ

ĝ < g

For some ĝ > 1 with λ > 1 and V̂ > 1. Hence, after a threshold ĝ, the more
repressive is the policy g, the greater is V (g). The interpretation is that parents
28

react to the repressive policy when they feel that their freedom to educate their
child is threatened. In other words, more repression may create incentives to
dedicate more resources to transmit their traits to their children. Note that λ
represents some kind of reactance rate since as it increases, parents’ willingness
to influence their child also increases.
From the first order condition, we obtain that the unique equilibrium educational effort — the program (5) being concave — must satisfy:
(6)

i?

i

d (g , q) =



1 − q V (g i )
β
gi

1
 β−1

Given the shape of V , d? strictly decreases with g on (1, ĝ) and strictly increases
with g on (ĝ, +∞). In other words, when the repressive policy exceeds ĝ, the
more repression, the more parents invest in having their child socialized to
their own trait. This suggests that reactance is at work in this model. In the
following lemma, we establish the precise connection between this model and
our reactance framework.
Lemma 1. The function C defined on {Kg }g≥1 , such that for all g
C(Kg ) = {(t, d) ∈ Kg : (t, d) solves (5)}.
is a well-defined choice function and there exists an RSC C 0 defined on all compact
subsets of [0, 1]2 such that C(Kg ) = C 0 (Kg ) for all g ≥ 1.28
Assuming the repressive policy to solely concern the minority (i.e. g M = 1),
what does reactance imply for the population dynamics in this model? Let
time τ ∈ [0, +∞) be continuous and qτ be the share of the population with the
28

For convenience, we construct an RS-structure on this infinite collection of compact sets.
Obviously, analogous results could be obtained by making the set of possible policies g and the
menus Kg finite.
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minority cultural trait at time τ . Then, we have29



m
M?
m?
1, 1 − q .
q̇ = q(1 − q) d g , q − d
Given (6), d satisfies the cultural substitution property.30 This implies that q


converges to some q ? ∈ (0, 1), which satisfies dm? g m , q = dM ? 1, 1 − q (see
Bisin and Verdier, 2001, Proposition 1). Hence,
q ? (g m ) =

(7)

V (g m )/g m
V (1) + V (g m )/g m

Given that V (g)/g increases with g when g ∈ (ĝ, +∞) this means that repressive
policy increases the size of the minority. This prediction contrasts with Alesina
and Reich (2015)’s suggestions.
Noting that reactance is presumably a characteristic cultural trait (Jonas
et al., 2009), this model also provides a rationale for why reactance can be evolutionary efficient. Minorities which are more prompt to exhibit reactance are
more likely to survive to repressive attempts to hinder their cultural practices.
To make precise this comparative statics statement, consider two minorities:
one with a high reactance rate λH and one with a low reactance rate λL < λH .
?
Denoting by qL? (.) and qH
(.) the equilibrium population share for these two

minorities, the following proposition establishes that q ? is always higher for
the high-reactance minority.
?
(g) > qL? (g).
Proposition 6. For all g > ĝ, qH

5.3

Optimal Delegation and Reactance

We consider a typical delegation problem: a principal can constrain the decision set of an informed but biased agent, but cannot commit to contingent
monetary transfers (see Holmstrom, 1980; Alonso and Matouschek, 2008, for a
29
See Bisin and Verdier (2001, equation (3), footnote 9) for discussions about this differential
equation.
30
In Bisin and Verdier (2001, Definition 1), this property states that d is continuous, decreasing with q, and d = 0 when q = 1.
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detailed review of the literature). In any organization (administrations, companies, etc.), many rules govern what agents can or cannot do, with the purpose
of reducing agency costs incurred by principals while benefiting as much as
possible from better-informed agents. One can think for instance of a head of a
company who delegates stock management to plant managers, a regulator who
delegates pricing decisions to a monopolist with unknown costs, or a manager
who delegates pricing decision to sales persons.
Formally, a principal (she) has the legal right to take an action among a finite
set A = {aLL , aL , aR , aRR }. The payoffs delivered by each action depends on
the realization of a binary state of the world θ ∈ {L, R}. While the principal
only knows the probability p ∈ [0, 1] that the state is R, an agent (he) is privately
informed of the realization θ. The principal cannot use contingent transfers and
must decide the set of actions among which the agent will choose.
Preferences. The principal’s payoff for action a in state θ is the real number πθ (a). Her preferred action is aθ in state θ and her second favorite action
aθθ . Her payoffs are written in table 2. The agent behaves according to an RSstructure with state-dependent utility and reaction functions. In both states, the
types are T L = {aLL , aL } and T R = {aR , aRR } and λL = u(aLL ), λR = u(aRR ).
The utility functions uL , uR and the reaction functions vL , vR are such that the
agent reacts to the absence of aθθ by choosing aθ . In both states, he is more
prone to restore the absence of aRR . The functions are specified in table 3.
Principal

R
L

πR (aR ) > πR (aRR ) > πR (aL ) > πR (aLL )
πL (aL ) > πL (aLL ) > πL (aR ) > πL (aRR )

Table 2: Principal’s Payoffs.

Optimal Delegation. Denote A = 2A \ ∅ the set of menus of action. For any
M ∈ A, aθ (M ) is the (unique) action chosen by the agent in state θ when facing
menu M . For any prior belief p ∈ [0, 1], the objective of the principal is to solve
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Agent

R
L

vR (aR ) > vR (aL ) > uR (aRR ) > uR (aLL ) > uR (aR ) > uR (aL )
vL (aR ) > vL (aL ) > uL (aLL ) > uL (aRR ) > uL (aL ) > uL (aR )
Table 3: Agent’s Utility and reaction functions.

the following maximization program, whose value is denoted V (p):


V (p) ≡ max(1 − p)πL aL (M ) + pπR aR (M ) .

(8)

M ∈A

A delegation strategy is a mapping from the set of beliefs to the set of menus:


σ : [0, 1] −→ A. If for any p, (1 − p)πL aL (σ(p)) + pπR aR (σ(p)) = V (p), we
say that the delegation strategy σ is optimal.
We are interested in the effect of RSC on optimal delegation strategies by
the principal, and consequently on the agent’s welfare. Without any reaction
to restrictions, given that the agent’s interest is sufficiently aligned with the
principal’s (uR (aR ) > uR (aL ) and uL (aL ) > uL (aR )), for any prior p ∈ [0, 1], the
optimal delegation is to let the agent choose among the set of actions {aL , aR }.31
This strategy cannot be optimal with the RSC because the agent would always
choose aR and therefore, for p sufficiently close to 0, offering aL as the only
possible action is better for the principal. For moderate p, it might be better
to let the agent choose among the whole set of actions (or equivalently among
his preferred actions {aLL , aRR }) given that in state θ = L, R, aθθ is the second
best action for the principal. It happens that it depends on the magnitude of
the principal’s payoffs, as summarized in proposition 7. Define the following
beliefs:
πL (aLL ) − πL (aR )
,
p̄ =
πL (aLL ) − πL (aR ) + πR (aR ) − πr (aRR )
πL (aL ) − πL (aLL )
,
p=
πL (aL ) − πL (aLL ) + πR (aRR ) − πR (aL )
πL (aL ) − πL (aR )
p̂ =
.
πL (aL ) − πL (aR ) + πR (aR ) − πR (aL )
31

Here we assume that the utility functions uL and uR would be the ones used if the agent
was not responsive to restrictions. Of course, this is a slight abuse of what we can identify from
choices given proposition 3.
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|

0
|
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p̄
|
{aLL , aRR }

1
|
{aR }

p̂
|

0
|
{aL }

1
|
{aR }

Figure 1: Optimal Delegation Strategies.
Proposition 7. An optimal delegation strategy σ ? must induce the following actions.
1. If p < p̄:
(i) aL (σ ? (p)) = aR (σ ? (p)) = aL for p < p;
(ii) aL (σ ? (p)) = aLL and aR (σ ? (p)) = aRR for p < p < p̄;
(iii) aL (σ ? (p)) = aR (σ ? (p)) = aR for p > p̄;
and it can induce either of the two possibilities respectively at the boundary beliefs
p and p̄.
2. If p ≥ p̄:
(i) aL (σ ? (p)) = aR (σ ? (p)) = aL for p < p̂;
(ii) aL (σ ? (p)) = aR (σ ? (p)) = aR for p > p̂;
and it can induce either of the two possibilities at the boundary belief p̂.
Two possible optimal strategies are depicted in figure 1, implementing the
actions described in proposition 7. In each strategy, the principal is indifferent
between the two possible menus at boundary beliefs p, p̄ and p̂. These strategies
are the most direct ones, in the sense that each menu does not contain irrelevant actions that are never chosen by the agent. The logic behind this result
is that RSC makes the agent’s threat to choose bad actions (for himself) credible. Hence, the principal reacts either by constraining even more the agent’s
opportunity set; or on the contrary by offering him a greater satisfaction.
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Agent’s Welfare.

If we measure the agent’s material welfare through the util-

ity functions uL and uR , we see from proposition 7 that the effect of the RSC is
ambiguous. In the case where p ≥ p̄, the effect is only negative, as the agent
only has access to a unique action that is not among her best actions. But if
p < p̄, then while there is still this negative effect when p ≤ p or p ≥ p̄, on
the contrary, for middle beliefs, reactance forces the principal to let the agent
choose among her best options {aLL , aRR }.
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A PPENDICES
A

Proofs of Section 2

Proof of proposition 1. Let c be an RSC rationalized by hT , {λT }, u, vi. The if
part is left to the reader as it simple results from an application of the choice
procedure of an RSC. We prove the only if part. Consider x, y, z such that
z = c{x, y, z} and x = c{x, z}, so xRc y. One can easily check that it is not
possible that x, y, z are either all in the same type, or all in different types: in
both cases, the choice results from the maximization of a unique function, so it
must satisfy the Weak Axiom of Revealed Preferences. Hence exactly two among
them must be of the same type, denote it T . Given that z = c{x, y, z}, this
means that z ∈ d{x, y, z} and z is the best element of its type according to u.
Consequently, x is not of the same type as z as otherwise this would imply that
z = c{x, z}. This also implies that z ∈ d{x, z} and thus v(x) > v(z). Hence
x ∈
/ d{x, y, z}, as otherwise it would imply x = c{x, y, z}, which is only possible if x, y ∈ T and u(y) > u(x). Therefore, y ∈ d{x, y, z} and z = c{x, y, z}
implies that v(z) > v(y).
Proof of proposition 2. This simply follows from the proof of sufficiency of theorem 1.
Proof of corollary 2. Point (i). Let hT , {λT }T , u, vi a minimal RS-structure that
rationalizes c, T 6= T0c and x ∈ T . There must exist x ∈ T such that u(x) < λT ,
as otherwise we would conclude from proposition 1 that T = T0c . Hence, there
exists a sequence of options (xk )nk=1 in T such that and λT > u(x1 ) > · · · > u(xn )
and {x ∈ T : u(x) < λT } = {x1 , . . . , xn }.
From point (iii) in the definition of an RSC, there exists k ? ∈ {1, . . . , n} such

that v(xk? ) = max v {x1 , . . . , xn } and for any k 0 < k < k ? , or k 0 > k > k ? ,
v(xk0 ) < v(xk ) < v(xk? ). Hence, it is sufficient to show that x1 Rc xT and xn Rc xT .
First, x1 ∈ T 6= T0c and u(x1 ) < λT mean that there exists y ∈ T such that
x1 Rc y as otherwise this would contradict the definition of λT from proposition
2. Hence, from proposition 1, there exists also z ∈
/ T , such that u(x1 ) < u(y) and
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v(x1 ) > v(z) > v(y). Furthermore, given the definition of x1 , u(y) ≥ λT , hence
v(y) = u(y). Therefore, v(x1 ) > v(z) > λT = v(xT ) and u(x1 ) < λT = u(xT ), that
is, x1 Rc xT .
Second, given that u(xn ) = min u(T ) and xn ∈ T 6= T0c , there exists y ∈ T
such that x1 Rc y as otherwise this would contradict the definition of T0c . Hence,
there exists also z ∈
/ T , such that u(x1 ) < u(y) and v(x1 ) > v(z) > v(y). This
implies that u(y) > u(xk? ), which in turn implies that v(y) ≥ v(xT ) = λT . We
can conlude similarly as in the previous paragraph that xn Rc xT .
Point (ii) directly follows from point (i) and propositions 1 and 2.
Proof of proposition 3. The proof of (i) directly follows from the proof of sufficiency of theorem 1. The proof of the if part of (ii) is not complicated and thus
left to the readers. We only prove the only if part.
The fact that f must be increasing on u(T ) for every T ∈ T simply follows
from the fact that the function u represents the binary choices within each type.
f |u(F ) = g|u(F ) is a direct consequence of the requirement that utility and the
reaction functions be equal on F .
We now prove that g must be increasing on v(X). Suppose by contradiction
that there exists x, y ∈ X such that v(x) > v(y) but g ◦ v(x) ≤ g ◦ v(y). Note
that there must exist a type, denote it T , such that x, y ∈ T , as otherwise v(x) >
v(y) =⇒ x = c{x, y}, which cannot be accommodated by hT , F, f ◦ u, g ◦ vi if
g ◦ v(x) ≤ g ◦ v(y). Define x? = arg max v(T \ F ) and xT as in corollary 2.
(1) Consider the case where u(x) > u(y). If u(y) ≥ λT , this would mean that
x, y ∈ F , in which case, given that u|F = v|F , f |u(F ) = g|u(F ) and f is increasing
on u(T ), it is impossible that g ◦v(x) ≤ g ◦v(y). If u(y) ≤ λT , it means that y ∈
/ F.
The fact that v(x) > v(y) implies that there exists z ∈
/ T such that x = c{x, z}
while z = c{y, z}, that is v(x) > v(z) > v(y). Hence, g ◦ v(x) ≤ g ◦ v(y) cannot
accommodate these choices.
(2) Consider the case where u(x) < u(y). Then necessarily u(x) < λT , that
is x ∈
/ F . Given that v(x) > v(y), there exists no z ∈
/ T such that z = c{x, z}
while y = c{y, z}. Conversely, if there exists z ∈
/ T such that x = c{x, z} while
z = c{y, z}, that is v(y) > v(z) > v(x), then again g ◦ v(x) ≤ g ◦ v(y) cannot
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accommodate these choices. If it is note the case, that is for every z ∈
/ T such
that x = c{x, z} ⇐⇒ y = c{y, z}, then g ◦ v(x) ≤ g ◦ v(y) does not satisfy the
requirement of RS? -structure.

B

Proof of Theorem 1

Proof of the necessity. Let S = hT , {λT }T , u, vi be an RS-structure that rationalizes c. We denote T (x) the type of the option x. Furthermore, for any
x, y, z ∈ X, if z = c{x, y, z} and x = c{x, z}, we write xRcz y. Hence the definition of P c can now be written: xP c y ⇐⇒ there exists z, t such that yRtc z and
for any such pair xRtc z.
The following lemma shows that WARP is satisfied for each collection of
menus that contains options of the same type.
Lemma 2. For any T ∈ T and A ⊂ B ⊆ T , if c(B) ∈ A, then c(A) = c(B).
Proof. Let c(B) = x. Given that B ⊆ T , x = c(B) implies that c(B) = d(B), that
is, u(x) > u(y) for any y ∈ B, y 6= x. Because A ⊂ B, it means that x = d(A),
and therefore x = c(A).
Exp. Let x ∈ X and A, B ∈ X such that x = c(A) = c(B). This means that
x ∈ d(A) ∩ d(B). Hence, u(x) > u(y) for all y ∈ (A ∪ B) ∩ T (x), y 6= x, which
implies that x ∈ d(A ∪ B). Moreover, x = c(A) = c(B) implies that v(x) > v(z)
for all z 6= x such that z ∈ d(A) ∪ d(B). Besides, d(A ∪ B) ⊆ d(A) ∪ d(B), hence
v(x) > v(z) for all z 6= x, z ∈ d(A ∪ B). Hence, x = c(A ∪ B).

R-Tran. Let x, y, z ∈ X such that xRc y and yRc z. By definition,
xRc y =⇒ ∃t ∈ X, t = c{x, y, t} and x = c{x, t},
yRc z =⇒ ∃t0 ∈ X, t0 = c{y, z, t0 } and y = c{y, t0 }.
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Proposition 1 implies that T (x) = T (y) = T (z). Coupled with lemma 2, this
shows that T (t0 ) 6= T (x) 6= T (t). Given that Exp is satisfied, we also know that
z = c{z, y} and y = c{y, x}. Hence, u(z) > u(y) > u(x) and v(x) > v(t) > v(y) >
v(t0 ) > v(z). Therefore, t = c{x, z, t} and x = c{x, t}, which means that xRc z.
R-NTran (i).

Let x, y, z ∈ X such that y = c{x, y}, z = c{y, z} = c{x, z},

¬[xRc y] and ¬[yRc z]. Assume by contradiction that xRc z. Then there exists
t such that t = c{x, z, t} and x = c{x, t} and, by proposition 1 and lemma
2, T (x) = T (z) 6= T (t). Moreover, we have that v(x) > v(t) > v(z) so that
v(x) > v(z). Hence, if T (y) 6= T (x), then z = c{y, z} = c{x, z} implies that
(9)

v(y) |{z}
> v(x) > v(z) |{z}
> v(y),
y=c{x,y}

z=c{y,z}

a contradiction. Now if T (y) = T (x), then u(z) > u(y) > u(x). But then either
v(y) > v(t), and then yRc z, or v(t) > v(y) and then xRc y. In both cases we have
a contradiction.
R-NTran (ii).

Let x, y, z ∈ X such that y = c{x, y}, z = c{y, z} = c{x, z},

¬[xPc y] and ¬[yPc z]. Assume by contradiction that xPc z. Hence, there exists
t, u such that zRcu t and for any such t, u, xRcu t. By proposition 1, T (z) = T (t) =
T (x) ≡ T , u(t) > u(z) > u(x) and v(z), v(x) > v(t), which implies that u(z) <
λT . Suppose that y ∈
/ T , hence v(z) > v(y) > v(x). Let t be such that both
xRc t and zRc t. Then it must be that zRyc t but ¬[xRyc t], which contradicts the
fact that xP c z. Suppose then that y ∈ T . This means that u(z) > u(y) > u(x).
Because u(z) < λT , then u(y) < λT . Given point (iii) in definition 3, we have
that v(y) > min{v(x), v(z)}. If v(y) > v(z), then proposition 1 implies that yPc z,
a contradiction. Hence v(z) > v(y) > v(x). Let t, u be such that, zRcu t, then
xRcu t, which means that v(x) > v(u) > v(t), and therefore v(y) > v(u) > v(t),
and hence yRcu t. This proves that yPc z, again a contradiction.
R-Con. Let x, y, z ∈ X such that xRc y, xRc z, z = c{y, z}, and there exists no t
such that yRc t. Proposition 1 implies that T (z) = T (x) = T (y) ≡ T and u(z) >
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u(y). Furthermore, by proposition 2, it is without loss of generality to assume
that S is minimal, and by proposition 1, yRc t for no t implies that u(y) ≥ λT ,
and hence u(z) ≥ λT . Let u ∈ X such that uRc z, so u ∈ T and there exists t ∈
/T
such that v(u) > v(t) > v(z) = u(z) > u(u). Hence u(u) < λT ≤ u(y). This
means that v(u) > v(t) > v(y) = u(y) > u(u). Hence, uRc y. This completes
the proof of (i) in R-Con. Now assume that uRc y. This means that u ∈ T and
u(z) > u(y) > u(u), hence z = c{x, z}, which proves (ii) in R-Con.
R-Mon. Let x, y, z ∈ X such that z = c{y, z}, y = c{x, y}, xRc t, and zRc t for
some t. Assume that xRc y. By proposition 1, this means that T (x) = T (y) =
T (t) = T (z) ≡ T , λT > u(z) > u(y) > u(x), v(y) < v(x). Point (iii) of definition 3
implies that v(y) > v(z), from which we can conclude that yPc z. This proves (i).
Assume now that xPc z and xPc y. By proposition 1, T (x) = T (y) = T (z) ≡ T
adn λT > u(z) > u(y) > u(x). Point (iii) of definition 3 implies that v(y) >
min{v(x), v(z)}. If v(y) > v(x), then for any t, u such that zRcu t, given that xRcu t,
it must be that yRcu t and hence yPc z. Similarly, if v(y) > v(z), yPc z follows
directly, which ends the proof of (ii).
Proof of the sufficiency. Let define the binary relation ⊂ X 2 by x  y if and
only if x = c{x, y} or x = y. It is clear that  is complete and antisymmetric. For any transitive and complete binary relation > defined on a set A, we
write max(A, >) ≡ {x ∈ A | x > y, ∀ y ∈ A}. When > is a linear order, with
a slight abuse of notation, when no confusion can be made, we indifferently
write max(A, >) for the singleton or for the element of the singleton. We define
analogously min(A, >).
Lemma 3. Let K a subset of X such that,
(10)


(x, y) ∈ K 2 ⇐⇒ ¬[xRc y] and ¬[yRc x] ,

then  restricted to K 2 is a linear order and for all K 0 ⊆ K, c(K)  y for all y ∈ K 0 .
Proof. Let K satisfying (10), x, y, z ∈ K and x  y  z. Suppose by contradiction that z  x. If x = c{x, y, z}, then zRc y, which contradicts that (y, z) ∈ K 2
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and K satisfies (10). The same reasoning applies if either y = c{x, y, z} or
z = c{x, y, z}. Hence, we conclude that x  z.
Moreover, let K 0 ⊆ K, the transitivity of  on K, implies that there exists
x ∈ K 0 such that x  y for any y ∈ K 0 . By Exp, x = c(K 0 ).
Define now
X↓ =

[

{x ∈ X : xRc y}

y∈X
↑

X =

[ \

{x ∈ X : yRc x, ¬[xRc t]}

y∈X t∈X

Let X̃ = X ↑ ∪ X ↓ and for all x ∈ X ↓ , R↑ (x) = {y ∈ X ↑ : xRc y}.
Lemma 4. If x ∈ X ↓ , then R↑ (x) 6= ∅.
Proof. Let x ∈ X ↓ , i.e. xRc y for some y ∈ X. If y ∈ X ↑ , this terminates the
proof. Suppose that y ∈
/ X ↑ , then there exists z1 such that yRc z1 , which by RTran implies that xRc z1 . Either z1 ∈ X ↑ , which ends the proofs, or there exists
z2 such that z1 Rc z2 , which again by R-Tran implies that xRc z2 . At each step k,
we replicate the same reasoning. Because X is finite, there must exist n such
that for all t ∈ X, ¬[zn Rc t], i.e., zn ∈ X ↑ . Yet, R-Tran also implies that xRc zn .
Hence, R↑ (x) 6= ∅.
Note that lemma 3 implies that  is transitive on X ↑ . Hence, lemma 4 implies the existence, for all x ∈ X ↓ , of m(x), defined by:
(11)

m(x) ≡ min(R↑ (x), ).

Lemma 5. For all x, y ∈ X ↓ , if R↑ (x) ∩ R↑ (y) 6= ∅, then m(x) = m(y);
Proof. Let x, y ∈ X ↓ . Assume there exists t ∈ R↑ (x) ∩ R↑ (y) and let t0 = m(x).
We show that t0 ∈ R↑ (y). If t = t0 there is nothing to prove. If t 6= t0 , then by
definition of t0 and since t ∈ R↑ (x), we have t  t0 . Given that t0 ∈ X ↑ we have
that ¬[t0 Rc z] for any z ∈ X. Since xRc t, xRc t0 and t  t0 , by R-Con(i) yRc t,
implies that yRc t0 , i.e. t0 ∈ R↑ (y).
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We prove symmetrically that m(y) belongs to R↑ (x). Hence, by definition
m(x)  m(y) and m(y)  m(x). Given that  is a linear order on x↑ , m(x) =
m(y).
Since X is finite there exists n∗ such that we can index the set {m(x) : x ∈
X ↓ } by a sequence (m(i))1≤i≤n∗ such that i 6= j ⇐⇒ m(i) 6= m(j). Define now
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n∗ :
T ↓ (i) = {x ∈ X ↓ : xRc m(i)},
T ↑ (i) = {x ∈ X ↑ : ∃y ∈ X ↓ , yRc m(i), yRc x}, and
T (i) = T ↑ (i) ∪ T ↓ (i).
Define finally:
T (0) ≡ X\X̃ =

\ \

{x ∈ X : ¬[xRc y], ¬[tRc x]}.

y∈X t∈X

These will define the types. We denote T = {T (i) : 0 ≤ i ≤ n∗ } the collection
of types.
Lemma 6. T forms a partition of X.
Proof. Given the definition of T (0), it is sufficient to show that the collection
{T (i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n∗ } partitions X̃.
S
We first show that X̃ = 1≤i≤n∗ T (i). Note that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n∗ , if x ∈ T (i),
S
then there exists y such that xRc y or yRc x, so that x ∈ X̃. Hence, i≤n T (i) ⊆ X̃.
Similarly, if x ∈ X̃, then either x ∈ X ↓ or x ∈ X ↑ . If x ∈ X ↓ , then xRc y for some
y ∈ X and by (11), xRc m(x), i.e. x ∈ T ↓ (i) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n∗ . If x ∈ X ↑ , then
yRc x for some y ∈ X and ¬[xRc z] for all z ∈ X. But then x ∈ R↑ (y) and (11)
implies that yRc m(y) = m(i) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n∗ . Therefore x ∈ T ↑ (i). Hence,
S
in both cases, x ∈ 1≤i≤n∗ T (i).
We now assume that for some 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n∗ , x ∈ T (i) ∩ T (j), and show that
this implies i = j.
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Case 1: Assume x ∈ T ↓ (i). Then, because X ↑ and X ↓ are disjoint, x necessarily belongs to T ↓ (j). x ∈ T ↓ (i) means that xRc m(i). By definition of the m(i)’s,
there exists y such that m(y) = m(i). Applying lemma 5, we conclude that
m(x) = m(y) = m(i). Similarly, we prove that m(x) = m(j). Hence m(i) = m(j)
and therefore i = j.
Case 2: Assume x ∈ T ↑ (i). Then, because X ↑ and X ↓ are disjoint, x ∈ T ↑ (j).
Hence, there exists yi , yj ∈ X ↓ such that yi Rc m(i), yj Rc m(j), yi Rc x, and yj Rc x.
Hence, x ∈ R↑ (yi ) ∩ R↑ (yj ), which by lemma 5, implies that m(yi ) = m(yj ).
Using the same argument as in case 1, we conclude that m(i) = m(yi ) = m(yj ) =
m(j), which means that i = j.
Note that, given lemma 6, T (x) is well defined as the type of the option
x ∈ X, i.e. T (x) = T (i) ⇐⇒ x ∈ T (i).
Lemma 7. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ n∗ , x ∈ T ↓ (i) and y ∈ T ↑ (i), x ≺ y.
Proof. If y = m(i) this follows directly. If y 6= m(i), there exists z ∈ X such that
zRc y and zRc m(i). Hence, y, m(i) ∈ R↑ (z) and y  m(i). Moreover, m(i) ∈ X ↑
so that ¬[m(i)Rc t] for any t. Since xRc m(i), R-Con(ii) implies that y  x.
Lemma 8. For any x, y ∈ X ↓ , if xRc y, then xPc y.
Proof. Let z, t such that yRct z. ByR-Tran, it must be that xRc z. Suppose first
that x  t, then x  t  z  x. Then, if zRc t, R-Tran implies that yRc t, a
contradiction. If tRc x, R-Tran implies that tRc z, a contradiction. Hence it must
be that xRtc z, which means that xP c y.
Suppose now that t  x. Let t0 such that xRtc0 y. Hence x  t0  y.
Case 1: t0  t. Then x  t0  t  x. First note that t0  y  t and ¬[tRc y]
(as otherwise this would imply tRc z), ¬[yRc t0 ] (as otherwise this would imply
xRc t0 ). Hence R-NTran(i) implies that ¬[tRc t0 ].
1.1: t0 Rc x. This implies that t0 Rc z. Hence y  x  t0 . Given that in addition
yRc z we can apply R-Mon(i) to conclude that xP c y, which contradicts that t 
x.
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1.2: xRc t. Given that t  y, this means that by lemma 7, t ∈ T ↓ (y) (given that
y ∈ T ↓ (y)). Given that both xRc z and yRc z, we can apply R-Mon(i) to conlcude
that tP c y, which means that tRc z a contradiction.
Case 2: t  t0 . Then y  t  t0  y. First note that t  x  t0 and ¬[t0 Rc x]
(as otherwise this would imply t0 Rc y), ¬[xRc t] (as otherwise this would imply
xP c y as in case 1.2). Hence R-NTran(i) implies that ¬[tRc t0 ].
2.1: yRc t0 . This implies that xRc t0 , a contradiction.
2.2: t  y. This implies that tRc z, again a contradiction.
Hence it must be that x  t and therefore xP c y.
We now prove that  is transitive on every type T (i).
Lemma 9. For all 0 ≤ i ≤ n∗ , the relation  is transitive on T (i).
Proof. That  is transitive on T (0) is a direct consequence of lemma 3. We
now focus on 1 ≤ i ≤ n∗ . We first show that  is transitive on T ↓ (i). Let
x, y, z ∈ T ↓ (i) such that x  y  z. Assume by contradiction that z  x.
Suppose (w.l.o.g) that x = c{x, y, z}. In this case, zRc y. Given that xRc m(i),
zRc m(i), and x  y  z, R-Mon(i) entails yPc x. But since y, z ∈ X ↓ , zRc y
implies zPc y, by lemma 8. Hence, by the transitivity of P c (by definition), zPc x,
which contradicts z  x.
Finally, we prove that  is transitive on each type. Let i and x, y, z ∈ T (i)
such that x  y  z. If x ∈ T ↓ (i) then, according to the first part of the proof,
y ∈ T ↓ (i) and therefore similarly z ∈ T ↓ (i). Similarly, if z ∈ T ↑ (i), the first part
of the proof implies that y ∈ T ↑ (i), which in turn also triggers that x ∈ T ↑ (i). In
both cases, we proved that  is transitive on T ↓ (i) and on T ↑ (i) (a consequence
of lemma 3). The last case is if x ∈ T ↑ (i) and z ∈ T ↓ (i), but then x  z follows
from lemma 7.
For any menu A we define:
d(A) ≡ {x | x = max(T (x) ∩ A, )}.
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Lemma 9 implies that d(A) is well defined. Furthermore, a direct implication
of lemma 3 is that  is transitive on d(A). Hence we can state the following
lemma:
Lemma 10. For any A ∈ X ,
(12)

c(A) = max(d(A), )

Proof. For any menu A, denote i(A) = #{i | T (i) ∩ A 6= ∅}. We prove that for
any 1 ≤ n ≤ n∗ + 1, for any A such that i(A) = n, (12) holds.
If i(A) = 1, the conclusion follows from lemma 9. Assume now that i(A) =
2. Let x, y ∈ A be such that T (x) ∩ T (y) = ∅, x = max(T (x) ∩ A, ), y =
max(T (y) ∩ A, ), and y  x. Assume by contradiction that y 6= c(A). By
definition of y, y  z for any z ∈ T (y) ∩ A. Hence, there must exist z ∈ T (x)
such that z  y and y 6= c{x, y, z}, otherwise Exp would imply that y = c(A).
This implies that x  z  y  x. Since y 6= c{x, y, z}, this is only possible if
either yRc z or xRc y, which in any case contradicts that x, z ∈
/ T (y) (given that,
according to lemma 6, types partition X). Hence we conclude that y = c(A).
Then fix 3 ≤ n ≤ n∗ + 1 and let A a menu such that i(A) = n. We denote y =
0
0
max(d(A), ). Given
 the preceding proof
 for any menu A such that i(A ) = 2,

for any z ∈ A, y = c T (y) ∪ T (z) ∩ A . This implies by Exp that y = c(A).

Lemma 11. For any x, y, z ∈ X, if xRc yP c z, then xRc z.
Proof. Let x, y, z ∈ X such that xRc yP c z. Let t such that xRtc y. A consequence
of lemma 9 is that t ∈
/ T (x) = T (y) = T (z) ≡ T . If t  z then it suffices to
prove that xRc z. Suppose on the contrary that z  t. We want to show that
there exists u such that zRuc t, contradicting yP c z. Let u such that zRc u, hence
u ∈ T and u  z. If t  u, then it suffices to prove that zRtc u. Suppose by
contradiction that for any such u, u  t. Then there exists t0 such that zRtc0 u, in
which case yRtc0 u and thus t0  u  t  y  t0 . Suppose first that t0  t. Then
t0  t  y  t0 . Because t, t0 ∈
/ T , this implies that tRc t0 . But at the same time,
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given that t0  u  t, t0  t, ¬[tRc u] and ¬[uRc t0 ], we can apply R-Ntran(i) to
conclude that ¬[tRc t0 ], a contradiction. An analogous reasoning applies for the
other case t  t0 to obtain a contradiction. This ends the proof.
For all 0 ≤ i ≤ n∗ , define Di on T (i), for any x, y ∈ T (i), x Di y if one of the
following cases is satisfied:
1. xRc y;
2. x  y ∧ ¬[yRc x];
3. xP c y ∧ ¬[xRc y].
Denote Bi the asymmetric part of Di .
Lemma 12. For all 0 ≤ i ≤ n∗ , Di is complete and transitive.
Proof. Note that by definition D0 is simply equal to  on T (0), hence it is complete and transitive. Let, 1 ≤ i ≤ n∗ and x, y, z ∈ T (i) such that x Di y Di z. We
detail all the cases.
1. x  y. Together with x Di y, this implies that ¬[yRc x].
1.1 ¬[yP c x].
1.1.1 y  z. This implies that x  z and ¬[zRc y], which in turn implies
that ¬[zRc x] by R-NTran(i). Which implies that x Di z.
1.1.2 z  y.
1.1.2.1 yRc z.
i. x  z. zRc x =⇒ yRc x, a contradiction, hence ¬[zRc x]
and x Di z.
ii. z  x. Given that ¬[yRc x] and yRc z, R-NTran(i) implies
xRc z, and therefore x Di z.
1.1.2.2 ¬[yRc z]. This implies that yP c z.
i. x  z. zRc x and yP c z would imply that yRc z (lemma 11),
a contradiction. Hence ¬[zRc x] and x Di z.
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ii. z  x. By R-NTran(ii), yP c z and ¬[yP c x] imply that xP c z,
and thus x Di z.
1.2 yP c x.
1.2.1 y  z. This implies that ¬[zRc y] and x  z. Then, ¬[yRc x] =⇒
¬[zRc x]. Hence x Di z.
1.2.2 z  y.
1.2.2.1 yRc z.
i. x  z. zRc x would imply yRc x, a contradiction. Hence
¬[zRc x] and x Di z.
ii. z  x. If ¬[xRc z], then ¬[yRc x] implies that ¬[yRc z], a
contradiction. Hence, xRc z and x Di z.
1.2.2.2 ¬[yRc z]. This implies that yPc z.
i. z  x. By R-Mon(ii), yP c z and yP c x imply that xP c z.
Hence, x Di z.
ii. x  z. zRc x together with yP c z would imply yRc x, a contradiction. Hence ¬[zRc x] and thus x Di z.
2. y  x.
2.1 xRc y.
2.1.1 z  y. This implies that z  x.
2.1.1.1 yRc z. Then R-Tran implies that xRc z, i.e., x Di z.
2.1.1.2 ¬[yRc z]. This implies that yP c z. xRc yP c z =⇒ xRc z. Hence
x Di z.
2.1.2 y  z. This implies that ¬[zRc y].
2.1.2.1 z  x. If ¬[xRc z], then ¬[zRc y] implies that ¬[xRc y] a contradiction. Hence xRc z and x Di z.
2.1.2.2 x  z. zRc x would imply zRc y, a contradiction, hence x Di z.
2.2 ¬[xRc y]. This implies that xP c y.
2.2.1 z  y. This implies that z  x.
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2.2.1.1 yRc z. Then xP c y implies that xRc z, i.e., x Di z.
2.2.1.2 ¬[yRc z]. This implies that yP c z. xP c yP c z =⇒ xP c z. Hence
x Di z.
2.2.2 y  z. This implies that ¬[zRc y].
2.2.2.1 z  x. xP c y implies that y ∈ T ↓ (i), and so y  z implies that
z ∈ T ↓ (i) (lemma 7). So let u ∈ T (i) such that zRc u; u  z
and thus u  x. Let t ∈
/ T (i) such that t = c{u, z, t} and z  t.
Then because ¬[zRc y], it must be that y  t, which in turn
implies that x  t (as if t  x, we would conclude from RNTran, ¬[xP c t] and ¬[tP c y] that ¬[xP c y]). But from lemma
10, we get that t = c{x, u, t}, hence xP c z and x Di z.
2.2.2.2 x  z. zRc x would imply zRc y, a contradiction, hence ¬[zRc x]
and x Di z.

Lemma 13. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n? , x, y, z ∈ T ↓ (i) such that x ≺ y ≺ z:
1. if x Bi y, then y Di z;
2. if z Bi y, then y Di x.
Proof. 1. x Bi y implies that xRc y. Given that x, z ∈ T ↓ (i), xRc m(i) and zRc m(i).
We can thus apply R-Mon(i) to conclude that yP c z and thus y Di z.
2. zBi implies that z  y ∧ ¬[yP c z]. Suppose bvy contradiction that x Bi y, i.e.,
xRc y. Then, similarly as in case 1, R-Mon(i) implies that yP c z, a contradiction.
Therefore, ¬[xRc y] and thus y Di x.
[
Denote D̃ =
Di . Let D be the relation on X defined by:
i

(
∀x, y ∈ X, x D y ⇐⇒
Denote B the asymmetric part of D.
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x D̃ y

if x ∈ T (y)

xy

if x ∈
/ T (y)

Lemma 14. The relation D is a complete preorder.
Proof. We only need to prove the transitivity. Let x, y, z ∈ X such that x D y D z.
If there exists i such that x, y, z ∈ T (i), then this follows from lemma 12. If
T (x) ∩ T (y) = T (x) ∩ T (z) = T (y) ∩ T (z) = ∅, then this follows from lemma 3.
Suppose we are in the case T (x) = T (y) 6= T (z). Note that this implies that
y  z. Suppose by contradiction that z  x. If x  y, this would imply that
yRc x, which contradicts x D y, thus y  x. Given that ¬[xRc z] and ¬[zRc y], RNTran(i) implies that ¬[xRc y]. Similarly ¬[xP c y]. Hence y B x, a contradiction.
Hence x  z and thus xBz. We deal with the case T (y) = T (z) 6= T (x) similarly.
Suppose finally that we are in the case T (x) = T (z) 6= T (y). Note that this
implies that x  y  z. If z  x, then xRc z and thus x B z. Suppose on
the contrary that x  z. Then R-NTran implies that ¬[zRc x] ∧ ¬[zP c x], that is
x B z.
Now let F =

S

1≤i≤n∗

T ↑ (i) ∪ T (0). Given that  is transitive on F (lemma

3), there exists a function w : F −→ R that represents  on F . Furthermore,
for every i = 0, . . . , n∗ ,  is transitive on T (i) (lemma 9), hence there exists a
function ui : T (i) −→ R representing  on T (i), and such that uT (x) = w(x) for
every x ∈ F . We now define the function u : X −→ R such that for every i,
x ∈ T (i), u(x) = ui (x). We clearly have, for any menu A,
d(A) =

[

arg max u(x).
x∈T ∩A

T ∈T

Given lemma 14, there exists v : X −→ R that represents D. Note that
D ∩ F 2 =  ∩F 2 , hence we can force that
(13)

v|F = u|F .

Lemma 15. For any menu A,
c(A) = arg max v(x).
x∈d(A)
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Proof. For any x, y ∈ d(A), T (x) 6= T (y), so D ∩ d(A)2 =  ∩ d(A)2 . Therefore:


arg max v(x) = max d(A), D = max d(A), 
= c(A).
|{z}
x∈d(A)
lemma 10

Let T ∈ T , so T = T (i) for some 0 ≤ i ≤ n? . Set λT ≡ u(m(i)).
To complete the proof of the theorem, we check that the tuple hT , {λT }, u, vi
so defined is an RS-structure that rationalizes the choice function c. Note first
that by definition the order induced by u on each T ∈ T is  ∩ T 2 , which
is a linear order (lemma 9). Lemma 15 shows that point (i) in definition 3 is
satisfied. (13) show that point (ii) is satisfied. Finally, lemma 13 shows that
point (iii) is satisfied.

C

Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. The necessity part of the theorem is left to the readers. We only prove
the sufficiency.
(a) We first show that for any A, B such that A ⊆ T and B ⊆ T 0 for some
T, T 0 ∈ T , A  B

⇐⇒ A ∩ F 6= ∅ = B ∩ F . If T = T 0 , this is simply a

consequence of part (i) of R-Dominance (RD).
Suppose now that T 6= T 0 . Let denote A0 = A \ F = {a1 , . . . , an } and B 0 =
B \ F = {b1 , . . . , bl } and suppose that both are non-empty. By RD, {a1 } ∼ A0 ,
because both are richer than each other. Similarly {b1 } ∼ B 0 . Furthermore, RD
(ii) implies that {a1 } ∼ {b1 }; hence, by transitivity, A0 ∼ B 0 .
Let denote A00 = A \ A0 and B 00 = B \ B 0 . If A00 = B 00 = ∅, we conclude from
the previous argument that A ∼ B. Suppose that A00 6= ∅ = B 00 , so B = B 0 . By
a simple application of RD (i), A is strictly richer than A0 , so A  A0 , and by
transitivity, A  B.
Assume now that B 00 6= ∅. By a similar reasoning as for A0 and B 0 , one can
easily show that A00 ∼ B 00 . If B 0 = ∅, then B = B 00 , hence A ∼ B. If B 0 6= ∅, note
that A0 ∩ A00 = B 0 ∩ B 00 = ∅ and neither A0 is richer than A00 nor B 0 is richer than
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B 00 . Hence applying twice R-Composition (RC), we obtain that A ∼ B.
(b) We next show that for any A, B, if #Φ(A) = #Φ(B), then A ∼ B. Denote
Φ(A) = {A1 , . . . , An } and Φ(B) = {B1 , . . . , Bn }. By (a), we know that for any i,
Ai ∼ Bi . Noting that A1 ∩ A2 = B1 ∩ B2 = ∅, and neither A1 is richer than A2
nor B1 is richer than B2 , by applying twice RC, we get that A1 ∪ A2 ∼ B1 ∪ B2 .
S
S
By reiterating the same argument, we obtain that i Ai ∼ i Bi . Finally, note
S
S
that A is richer that i Ai and conversely i Ai is richer than A, hence, by RD,
S
S
A ∼ i Ai ; similarly B ∼ i Bi . Therefore, by transitivity, we obtain that A ∼
B.
(c) We finally prove that for any A, B, if #Φ(A) > #Φ(B), then A  B.
Denote Φ(A) = {A1 , . . . , An } and Φ(B) = {B1 , . . . , Bk }, with k < n. By (b)
Sk
Sn
Sk
A

A
∼
B.
Furthermore,
by
RD,
i
i
i=1 Ai . A similar argument as
i=1
i=1
Sk
Sn
before shows that A ∼ i=1 Ai and B ∼ i=1 Bi . Hence by transitivity A  B.

D

Proofs of Section 5

Proof of Proposition 5. (i) Denote u(σ L ) and v(σ RR ) the DM’s anticipated utility
from choosing respectively σ L and σ RR in the menu N :
u(σ L ) ≤ v(σ RR ) ⇐⇒ (1 − p) + pλ − p(1 − λ) ≤ p + (1 − p)δ
⇐⇒ p ≥
We define p? :=

1/2
5/2−2λ

1/2
1−δ
=
3 − 2λ − δ
5/2 − 2λ

and verify that p? < 1/2:
p? < 1/2 ⇐⇒ λ <

3
4

which is true by assumption.
(ii). We first compute the value q ? of the posterior such that for any q ≥ q ? ,
action r is preferred. q ? solves (1 − q) − q = q, hence q ? = 1/3.
Then we simply compare the posterior obtained after the realisation of a
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signal sr from the news source σ RR with 1/3. The posterior is,

p
,
p+(1−p)1/2

which

is greater or equal than p. We are in the case where p ≥ p? , hence it is sufficient
to show that p? ≥ 1/3: p? ≥

1
3

⇐⇒ λ ≥ δ which is true by assumption.

Proof of Lemma 1. The maximand of the program (5) is strictly concave and the
set Kg is compact. Hence, C is well-defined (Weierstrass theorem) and is a
choice function.
Now let us build the RS-structure hT , F, u, vi that represents C. Given (6),
?

d strictly increases with g if and only if g > ĝ. Let g(t, d) be the g such that
t + gdβ = 1.
Let us introduce the three following sets:
D↑ =

[

{d ∈ [0, 1] : (t, d) = C(Kg )},

t∈[0,1]
g>ĝ

[

∀d ∈ D↑ , T (d) =

{(t, d)},

t∈[0,1]

T0 =

[

{(t, d)}.

d∈D
/ ↑
t∈[0,1]

From these sets we can define the set of types and the freedom set
T = {T0 } ∪

[

{T (d)} and F = T0 ∪

d∈D↑

[

{(t, d) ∈ T (d) : g(t, d) ≤ ĝ}

d∈D↑

Now let us define u and v. For each (t, d) we posit u(t, d) = t + P (d)V̂ and

v(t, d) = t + P (d)V g(t, d) .
Given the uniqueness of g(t, d) for each (t, d), v is well-defined. It can easily
be shown that hT , F, u, vi is an RS-structure. Consider the choice function C 0
which is the RSC defined on the compact subsets of [0, 1]2 and represented by
hT , F, u, vi. We claim that for all g, C(Kg ) = C 0 (Kg ). To check this claim let
(t, d) and g such that (t, d) = C(Kg ) and (t0 , d0 ) such that (t0 , d0 ) = C 0 (Kg ). Note
that (t, d) = C(Kg ) implies g = g(t, d). Similarly, (t0 , d0 ) = C 0 (Kg ) implies that
u(t0 , d0 ) ≥ u(t00 , d0 ) for all t00 such that (t00 , d0 ) ∈ Kg , that is, for all t00 ≤ t0 . Hence,
g = g(t0 , d0 ).
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Assume first that g ≤ ĝ. Then, note that (t0 , d0 ) ∈ F . Suppose that there
exists (t00 , d00 ) ∈ Kg \ F , this means that g(t00 , d00 ) > ĝ, and hence there exists
t000 > t00 , such that g(t000 , d00 ) = g, which implies (t000 , d00 ) ∈ Kg and u(t000 , d00 ) >
u(t00 , d00 ). Therefore, only elements in F can be considered for choices in Kg
according to the choice procedure (3). Hence, both (t, d) and (t0 , d0 ) are elements
of arg max u(Kg ). Because the latter is a singleton, (t, d) = (t0 , d0 ).
Assume next that g(t, d) > ĝ. Suppose that (t0 , d0 ) ∈ F , then this implies that
d0 ∈
/ D↑ , that is d0 6= d. Because, g(t, d) = g(t0 , d0 ), this in turn implies that t0 6= t.
Furthermore, by definition, (t, d) ∈
/ F , and from (t0 , d0 ) = C 0 (Kg ), we deduce
that u(t0 , d0 ) > v(t, d). We also know that v(t0 , d0 ) ≥ u(t0 , d0 ), so v(t0 , d0 ) > v(t, d),
which contradicts that (t, d) = C(Kg ). Therefore, (t0 , d0 ) ∈
/ F . Because (t, d) ∈
/ F,
(t0 , d0 ) = C 0 (Kg ) and (t, d) = C(Kg ) imply that v(t0 , d0 ) ≥ v(t, d) = max v(Kg ).
Therefore, (t0 , d0 ) ∈ arg max v(Kg ), and given that this set is a singleton, this
implies that (t0 , d0 ) = (t, d).
Proof of Proposition 6. This is a straightforward consequence of (7).
Proof of Proposition 7. Action aL can only be implemented in the absence of both
aR and aLL . In any case, if aL is chosen in a menu M by the agent, it is chosen
in both states L and R, which gives the principal the expected payoff:
(14)

(1 − p)πL (aL ) + pπR (aL ).

Similarly, action aR can only be implemented in the absence of aRR , in which
case it is chosen in both states L and R, giving the principal the expected payoff:
(15)

(1 − p)πL (aR ) + pπR (aR ).

From this we can deduce the existence of p? ∈ (0, 1) and p? ∈ (0, 1) such that:
for any p < p? , the principal strictly prefers a menu M (e.g. {aL }) such that
aθ (M ) = aL for θ = L, R; for any p > p? , the principal strictly prefers a menu M
(e.g. {aR }) such that aθ (M ) = aR for θ = L, R. Furthermore, there exists p̂, the
unique belief such that (14) = (15).
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Only actions aLL and aRR can be simultaneously implemented respectively
in state L and R. Given that πL (aLL ) > πL (aRR ) and πR (aRR ) > πR (aLL ), the
principal will always prefer a menu implementing both actions (e.g. {aLL , aRR })
than a menu implementing only one of them. In this, the principal’s expected
payoff is:
(1 − p)πL (aLL ) + pπR (aRR ).

(16)

Hence there exist p and p̄ such that: (14) ≥ (16) if and only if p ≤ p; and
(15) ≥ (16) if and only if p ≥ p̄.
The conclusions of the proposition follows easily from these observations.

E

Comparisons of Welfare Criteria

By means of examples we show that neither the criterion P ? of Bernheim and
Rangel (2009) nor the preference identified from choice with limited attention P R
32
(Masatlioglu, Nakajima and Ozbay, 2012) coincide with w
c.
?
Example 1: w
c 6⊂ P . Let z = c{x, y, z} and x = c{x, z} and suppose that
?
u(z) ≥ λT (z) , u(y) ≥ λT (y) . Then z w
c x whilde ¬[zP x].

Example 2: P ? 6⊂w
/ T (x) such that
c . Consider x such that u(x) < λT (x) , z ∈
for every y ∈ T (x), v(y) > v(z). Then xP ? z while ¬[x w
c z].
R
Example 3: w
∧ P r 6⊂w
c 6⊂ P
c . It is easy to see in the example given by

Masatlioglu, Nakajima and Ozbay (2012) to show the difference between P R
and P ? (Example 1, pp. 2191-2192), that while they deduce xP R y we would
concude that y w
c.

32

w
w
c =S for any minimal RS-structure S that rationalizes c.
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